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"After September 11, when Bill Maher offended easily-offended people with a widely (and in many

cases, deliberately) misunderstood remark, Ari Fleischer said that people need to watch what they

say and do. In this very funny but ultimately serious, provocative but truly patriotic book, Bill

prescribes what Americans can do to defend our nation. And please put this blurb as far away from

Ann Coulter's as possible." - Al Franken"Bill Maher has inherited the mantle of Mark Twain and

Jonathan Swift and he wears it with aplomb. If he were living in any other time or in one of many

other countries he would truly be in danger of being put to death for his legendary ability to say the

unthinkable and say it better (and before) anyone else. When You Ride Alone You Ride with bin

Laden is destined to be the most talked-about book of the year." - Larry King"Bill Maher rides alone

daily but it is a hilarious, incisive trip. Maher versus bin Laden? Take Bill, give the points!" - Bill

O'Reilly"Bill Maher has the courage to speak his mind - no matter what the consequences -

something you can't say about most people these days. And he's damn funny! Now, more than

ever, the country needs his outrage. Agree or disagree with him, there is no question that what he

has written in this book should be front and center in the great national debate and I, for one, am

thrilled that this cantankerous s.o.b. is still there doing battle for the republic we all love." - Michael

Moore"Bill Maher loves America, hates conventional thinking, and, despite his curmudgeonly image,

has a heart of gold. In the war on terrorism, we could use a little less tolerance and sensitivity and a

little more manly anger. In this book, Bill leads the way hilariously." - Ann Coulter
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Although this book has its share of problems, it is a must read because it is wildly entertaining and

because it raises all the right questions about what Americans can really do to win the 'War on

Terrorism'. Bill Maher uses language and imagery to contrast the current 'War on Terrorism' against

the backdrop of the two world wars and the Cold War and to argue that unlike the present situation,

Americans actually got involved back then and did something that is inconceivable today'they made

sacrifices. Maher's book is divided into a series of brief, humorous essays (no more than three

pages in length) each of which is illustrated with vintage style war posters that contain messages

and slogans about the 'War on Terrorism'.Some of Maher's more trenchant arguments are:MAKE

SACRIFICESWars are won by uniting and making sacrifices, so why not carpool as civilians did

during WW II (hence the title of this book) instead of driving alone? Also, why not give up SUVs and

other idiotic vanity vehicles in favor of fuel efficient ones that will reduce our dependence on Middle

Eastern oil, which is one of Al Quaeda's prime sources of revenue.PROTECT THE CITIZENSIf the

president gets a secret service, why can't we? Put real security in our airports like Israel

does.PERFORM INTELLIGENT SEARCHESAt the risk of being offensive, search likely suspects at

airports, not random people including old women and children.THE 'WAR ON DRUGS' IS REALLY

STUPIDWhy are we investing billions of dollars and lots of resources making sure cancer victims

can't smoke pot when we could be directing all of that money and resources toward protecting

civilians at home? Besides, it doesn't work and it simply makes more people hate us.
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